
      PROGRESSIVE  REFORMER:  Alice Paul           ROLE:  REPORTER 

 

   Who Will Win the Nobel Prize for Progressive Reform? 

       Your Progressive Reformer has been nominated for a special lifetime Progressive Nobel Prize.  You have been 

invited to a press conference to make your case that your progressive reformer has done the most to make America 

better. 

       “Progressivism” meant different things to different people.   Are the other reformers “true progressives?” Your 

job will be to assert that your reformer is doing the best at fixing America’s problems and that the others, while 

admirable, are focusing on the wrong things. 

       Within your group, one of you will role play the progressive reformer herself/himself, one of you will be the 

press agent introducing the reformer at the press conference, and all other group members will be reporters who 

will be able to ask questions of the reformers.  Your group’s goal is to win the Nobel Prize for your reformer. 

       The most important factor to consider in this activity (and the one weighed most heavily in your grade) is your 

ability to clearly demonstrate an understanding of the motivations and accomplishments of the reformer you are 

assigned.  Humor and dramatic skills are encouraged and welcomed, but are not a substitute for substance. 

 

To prepare, do the following:   

Actor:  

Read the biography of the reformer you are role-playing and complete the worksheet on page 3 of your packet.  

Write a brief opening speech of 5 sentences about why you deserve the Nobel Prize in Progressivism.  Create one 

substantial positive question that you would like one of your reporters to ask you during the press conference to 

highlight a key point that you want to emphasize.  Finally, carefully and thoughtfully predict three critical questions 

that might come up from opposing reporters that you might be asked during the press conference that downplay or 

reject your worthiness to win this Nobel Prize.  Then carefully and thoughtfully prepare a response to each question 

(3-5 sentences each) so that you are prepared for it: 

 

Press Agent:  
Read the biography of the reformer you are introducing and complete the worksheet on page 3 of your packet.  

Next, create two substantial positive questions that you would like your reporters to ask your reformer during the 

press conference, that will highlight key points that you want your reformer to emphasize, that will help make the 

case that your reformer deserves the Nobel Prize for Progressivism: Finally, create a one-half page inspirational 

biography about your reformer that you will use to introduce the reformer at the press conference.  It should be 

exciting and informative and should make the case that your reformer should get the Nobel Prize for doing the best 

at fixing the problems of America.  Also, be ready to confer with and help out your reformer if he/she gets stuck 

during the press conference. 

 

Reporters: 
First, read the biography of the reformer you are supporting and complete the worksheet on page 3 of your packet.  

Next, read the biography of the competing progressive reformer on page 4 and complete the summary worksheet on 

him/her on page 5.  Finally, write three well-thought out critical questions to ask the competing reformer during the 

press conference.  While acknowledging--not disrespecting--the accomplishments of the competing reformer, use 

your questions to help make the case that your reformer has been the best at fixing the problems of America. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Name ________________________________ 

 
Alice Paul did more than anyone to gain recognition of women’s right to vote, ending one of the longest 

existing inequalities in the United States.  She had a strong background that prepared her for the fight.  She was 

born in New Jersey in 1885. The oldest of four children, she grew up in material comfort, nurtured by devout 

parents who instilled in their children Quaker principles of social justice, equality, and service. After graduating 

from Swarthmore College in 1905, Paul served a social work internship on New York City's Lower East Side, 

where she helped to organize women workers. She earned an M.A. in sociology from the University of 

Pennsylvania in 1907 and completed her Ph.D. there in 1912 with a dissertation on the legal rights of women in the 

state. Later she earned a law degree from Washington College of Law in 1922 and a Ph.D. in law from American 

University in 1928.  

 When Paul went abroad in 1907 for further education and practice in social work, she became involved in 

the British suffrage movement, an experience that redirected her life's work and shaped the history of American 

feminism. Paul's mother had taken her to U.S. suffrage meetings, but Christabel Pankhurst and the British suffrage 

militants ignited her passion for women's rights. From 1908 until she left England in 1910, Paul participated in the 

movement’s militant tactics, and was arrested and imprisoned several times for disorderly conduct and disturbing 

the peace. Along with her British colleagues she went on hunger strikes in jail and endured the ordeal of force 

feeding.  

 Paul returned home to a suffrage movement focused on time-consuming state-by-state campaigns that 

claimed only nine full-suffrage states by 1912. Considering that approach a waste of time, Paul favored pushing for 

a federal amendment to the Constitution that would enfranchise women nationwide. In 1913 she and Lucy Burns, a 

Vassar graduate whom she had met in the British movement, assumed leadership of the National American Woman 

Suffrage Association's (NAWSA) Congressional Committee. Paul organized a lobbying effort and sought to 

awaken public interest with a spectacular parade of 5,000 suffragists in the nation's capital to coincide with the 

inauguration of Woodrow Wilson.  

 When NAWSA leaders grew fearful that this more aggressive strategy and tactics would hurt their cause, 

Paul and Burns left the organization and formed the Congressional Union, renamed the National Woman's party 

(NWP) in 1916. Its members, predominantly white and middle-class like their NAWSA counterparts but somewhat 

younger, were inspired by Paul's commitment to aggressive action. She stirred in them the intention to seize their 

rights rather than beg for them and induced them to risk their respectability and even personal freedom on behalf of 

suffrage.  

 Paul's dramatic tactics in Washington, D.C., proved highly effective. In an effort to force President Wilson 

into support for the suffrage amendment, beginning in January 1917 the NWP held protests in front of the White 

House, the first group ever to do so. After the United States entered World War I in April, they carried signs 

exposing the hypocrisy of fighting for democracy abroad while denying it to women at home. While NAWSA 

leaders condemned the picketers, passersby outraged by the suffragists' challenges to Wilson lashed out at the 

militant suffragists with verbal harassment and even physical attacks.  

 Authorities went after the NWP women rather than the mobs, and when Paul refused orders to cease the 

picketing police began to jail the women in the Occoquan Workhouse in Virginia. Paul landed there in October 

1917 and with several others began a hunger strike in an effort to be recognized as political prisoners. Officials 

responded by pushing tubes through their noses to force feed them, separating Paul from her colleagues, and putting 

her under psychiatric evaluation. (The psychiatrist pronounced her sane and compared her to Joan of Arc--one who 

would die for her cause but never give up.) The suffrage captives managed to publicize the bad conditions of their 

incarceration, evoking public sympathy and an official investigation. They were released at the end of November, 

and in January 1918 Wilson announced his support for the amendment. While Congress debated, those who had 

been jailed traversed the country wearing prison outfits and giving speeches. Not until Congress passed the 

amendment in 1919 did the NWP's militant protest cease. Nor did Paul stop its lobbying efforts until ratification 

was accomplished in 1920.  

 After winning suffrage, Paul used her forceful personality and help from her allies to focus the NWP on the 

single issue of obtaining for women the same legal rights as men enjoyed. To this end, Paul drafted an equal rights 

amendment (ERA) to the Constitution, which was introduced into Congress in 1923 and which stated simply that 

"men and women shall have equal rights throughout the United States."  Although the ERA was not approved (until 

the 1970s), it pushed forward a national discussion on the role of women in U.S. society. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.anb.org/articles/06/06-00726.html?from=../15/15-00537.html&from_nm=Paul%2C%20Alice


Your Name     ____________________________ 

Group Members’ Names    ______________________________________________________ 

 

Key motivations for your Progressive reformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Accomplishments of your Progressive reformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Progressive reformers were often fighting for very different things, but all of them believed they were trying to 

make America a better place.  Three major goals of progressives were to a) make politics more democratic, b) 

make business more fair, and c) to make society more moral.  Which one or more of these were goals of your 

particular progressive reformer?  Explain your answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Important Information you want to be sure to inform the class about: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Carrie Catt Biography 
Carrie Catt did more than anyone to gain recognition of women’s right to vote, the biggest accomplishment 

of the Progressive Era.  Catt traveled thousands of miles, gave hundreds of speeches, wrote hundreds of letters and 

articles, and was the organizational genius that helped win passage of the 19th Amendment. 

Several factors led Catt to become a leader in the fight for suffrage.  Born in 1859 in Wisconsin, at the age 

of 7 her family moved to rural  Iowa.  When Carrie was 13, she asked her father why her mother was not dressing 

up to go to town to vote like he was. He answered her sincere question by laughing in her face and told her that 

voting was too important a civic duty to leave to women.  Another turning point came in high school when she was 

introduced to Charles Darwin’s “Origin of the Species.” Skeptical of traditional religion, yet retaining faith in 

human potential, Carrie embraced this theory – seeing evolutionary science as offering the idea of a constantly 

evolving and improving world, moving toward a free and peaceful society.  

In 1880, she graduated from Iowa State University,  the only woman in her class, and spent the next few 

years teaching high school,  serving as principal and superintendent, and working as San Francisco’s first female 

newspaper reporter.   Returning to Iowa in 1887,  Catt began a new phase in her life.  She became involved in the 

Iowa Woman Suffrage Association.  Displaying the amazing speaking, organizing and writing skills for which she 

would become well known, Catt emerged as a leader in the fight to win women the right to vote.  In 1900 she began 

her first term as the president of the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA), taking over for 

legendary women’s rights advocate Susan B. Anthony.  

In 1902, Catt helped organize the International Woman Suffrage Alliance (IWSA), which eventually 

incorporated sympathetic associations in 32 nations.   Catt served as its president from 1904-1923.  After her 

mother, husband, brother and mentor Susan B. Anthony all died in rapid succession and left her demoralized and 

depressed, her doctor and friends encouraged her to travel abroad.  She ended up spending eight years as IWSA 

president promoting equal-suffrage rights worldwide in many countries in Europe, South Africa, the Middle East, 

Indonesia, China, Japan, and Korea through hundreds of speeches and organizing women’s groups to fight for 

suffrage in those countries. 

By the time she returned in 1912, slow progress had been made fighting state by state.  Women now had 

voting rights in 9 states, including in California in 1911.   Catt believed that the time had come for an all-out effort 

to win suffrage in New York, which in those days was by far the most important state in the country.  She carefully 

planned a two-year campaign, and  set up an incredibly efficient organization that ultimately included a quarter of a 

million members.  On election day the men of New York narrowly defeated the equal suffrage proposal.  Catt was 

encouraged, not disappointed.  She started working immediately for another vote in New York to be held in 2 years. 

In 1915 the national organization, NAWSA, was in trouble and turned to Catt for help.  Some of the 

members, led by Alice Paul, had left the group to pursue a more aggressive, militant strategy.  The organization’s 

president Anna Howard Shaw was a great speaker and hard worker, but a terrible organizer.  Catt assumed the 

presidency and got right to work getting it back on its feet again.  She developed a tight, well-coordinated 

organizational structure, much more capable of carrying on a nationwide campaign.  

               In 1916, Catt called NAWSA to Atlantic City, New Jersey for an emergency convention.  She 

announced that the time had come to push for an amendment to the Constitution to give women equal voting 

rights throughout the country.  The state-by-state campaign had been making some progress, but it would take 

many years for all American women to get the right to vote, unless the suffrage movement changed its 

approach.  She presented a detailed plan for a campaign that would convince Congress to vote for the 

amendment and then would move into the states to get the necessary votes from state legislatures to approve it. 

               Unlike Alice Paul who directly confronted President Woodrow Wilson, Catt kept up a quiet 

cooperation with him.  Although she detested war, she reluctantly led NAWSA to announce that it would 

support U.S. involvement in W.W.I.  This was a big help to Wilson and made him indebted to the suffragists.  

As women supported the war effort by taking over jobs making explosives, guns, and chemicals, and by calling 

attention to the irony of fighting to preserve democracy while denying it to half of its citizens, they increasingly 

gained support for suffrage.   

              In 1917, Catt won a great victory as New York voted for suffrage, and by 1918, President Woodrow 

Wilson was finally converted to the cause.   Under Catt’s dynamic leadership and after tireless lobbying and 

organizing across the country, NAWSA won the backing of the U.S. House and Senate, as well as state support 

for the amendment’s ratification. 

 

In 1920, the 19th Amendment officially became part of the U.S. Constitution. In her later years, Catt’s 

interests broadened to include the causes of world peace and fighting against child labor. She founded the National 

Committee on the Cause and Cure of War in 1925, serving as its chair until 1932 and as honorary chair thereafter.  

 

 

http://www.charlescityia.com/
http://www.iastate.edu/


Key motivations for this opposing Progressive reformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Accomplishments of this opposing Progressive reformer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Progressive reformers were often fighting for very different things, but all of them believed they were trying to 

make America a better place.  Three major goals of progressives were to a) make politics more democratic, b) 

make business more fair, and c) to make society more moral.  Which one or more of these were goals of this 

particular progressive reformer?  Explain your answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In this space, write three well-thought out critical questions to ask the competing reformer during the press 

conference.  While acknowledging--not disrespecting--the accomplishments of the competing reformer, use your 

questions to help make the case that your reformer has been the best at fixing the problems of America. 

1. 

 

 

2. 

 

 

3. 

 

 


